Brian Higgins

Brian Higgins is an IT development professional. Now working with a Danish company, OJ electronics as a "Cloud Architect", i.e. a systems designer and lead developer implementing computer systems to support internet connected electronics on a large scale. Brian grew up in ex-pat Irish Communities in London and then travelled further afield as a child with his father to Hong Kong before his family returned to settle in Dublin, Ireland.

Brian has over 30 years of experience in industry, working as a professional programmer, as well as stints as a Quality Assurance Manager and Computer/Electronics technician. In the last 15 years Brian’s role as a software architect has included ‘translating’ the needs of non-technical business people into software designs that a software development team can implement.

In 2020, mid pandemic, Brian packed up everything in Limerick Ireland and moved to an island in Denmark to be with his "Kaereste".